Why Silicon Drafting Institute stands out among others? Here are the reasons:

1. The most well-known and comprehensive IC Layout training in the field:
   Digital, Analog, Mixed signal, low & high voltage circuits. BiCMOS, 0.1um 5 layer metals.
   You design an ENTIRE (full) chip on your own.

2. The following topics are included in our program with NO extra costs:
   a. Layout Verification & Extraction.
   b. IC Placement & Routing.
   c. Chip Floor-planning and Linux training.

3. Use the world’s most popular industrial grade Cadence software:
   10 different kinds of tools ALL from Cadence.

4. Excellent employment rate: An average of 75+% of our graduates got hired since 2014.

5. Silicon Drafting Institute is fully approved & licensed with the State of California.

6. For 22 years, We’ve committed to offering the highest quality training. Here, we don’t cut corners by making the course appear shorter or cheaper.

Visit our website at: SiliconDrafting.com or email us at: iclayout@silicondrafting.com

You're welcome to visit us in person!